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Yes To Me



Overall Thematic 
When you love yourself, and quite possibly even want to marry 
yourself, You’re ready to say i do… to you.
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Logline
A disillusioned 30-something and her unlikely friends seek the guidance of an 
outlandish self-help guru who leads them on an unusual journey to self-love.
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Project Overview
Status: available material
Genre: Romcom 

Location: rustic luxury resort (flexible)

Comps:
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The Concept
Sologamy is defined as marriage by a person to themself. 

Women are marrying themselves. 
Some are having ceremonies, some simple, some elaborate, some en masse.
they’re happening globally.
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Proof of Concept
“It took me a long time, but i’m very happy 
[being single]. I call it being self-partnered.”

-Emma Watson, vogue December 2019

Sologamy has been featured across media:
Bbc
Brides.com
Coveteur
Essence

Glamour
The Guardian
Huffpo
Popsugar

Refinery29
The Telegraph
Vice
Vogue
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The Story
Muriel Levine, 30s and single, is at her breaking point with romance. She can’t find a partner and can’t understand why. 
At her parents’ 40th anniversary party, Muriel learns of the engagement of her much younger (and homely) cousin. The 
glare from the spotlight on her singledom is almost unbearable. 

After yet another failed date, Muriel meets fabulous and fluid Giancarlo who tells her she needs to love herself before she 
can love anyone else. He slips her the business card of Gigi Vagine, women’s empowerment guru extraordinaire. 

Muriel soon discovers that both socialite Clarice (her client), and ethereal Alice (her college friend), are devotees of Gigi. 
After a fun and boozy night with Giancarlo, Muriel signs up for a Gigi-led weekend of transformation, self-discovery, and 
luxury. 

Before embarking on the their weekend getaway, Muriel attends Clarice’s over-the-top wedding to herself (complete 
with vows sung into a mirror). Upon arriving at the resort, the foursome meets John Webb, heartbroken and weepy, on 
his honeymoon alone after having been left at the altar. After some ceviche and cajoling, he joins the self-empowerment 
conference and a connection develops between him and Muriel. 

Back home after the weekend, Muriel’s unexpected encounter with her ex causes a emotional tailspin, but a healthy 
dose of Gigi puts Muriel back on the beam and helps her clarify her feelings for John. The only problem is, he’s back with 
his ex. An intervention with Muriel’s friends and a group dinner will force Muriel to put herself out there, vulnerable and 
honest with John to see if he feels the same way. 
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Mood
2020 is likely the craziest year that we’ve collectively 
experienced... We are craving comfort and a healthy way to let 
our minds wander and idle. 
building on the recent trend of films such as “Desperados” 
and “Someone great,” “Yes To Me” offers A fresh 
interpretation of the romcom formula. 

COMEDIC, LIGHTHEARTED, ESCAPIST, FEEL-GOOD, UPLIFTING, FUN, RELATABLE, BRAIN CANDY
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The Why
The overarching message: We need to love ourselves now more than ever
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Values
Not every unmarried woman in her 30s  
is the proverbial Trainwreck. 
She may or may not excel at her job...
She may or may not have a full, developed, balanced life…
Regardless of her “status,” We can all relate to a woman on 
the quest toward self-betterment and fulfillment

inclusivity, positivity, acceptance, wellness, empowerment, self-care
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let’s meet the women traveling 
the road to self-acceptance...



Muriel Levine
Exec who looks great on paper, but is floundering on the inside. She thinks she knows 
what she wants, but doesn’t have a clue how to get there… 
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Alice Weaver
Widowed. Spiritual. Ethereal. Earnest, but not cloying.  
Cosmic pansexual on a soul level.
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Clarice Radzischweiger 
Upper crust, elitist, All sharp edges.  
On the rocks with third husband. Craves relevance.  
Would-be bravolebrity.
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GiGi Vagine
Aging, but ageless self-help guru without a filter.  
Guides women to find their power. 
Commanding. Unorthodox. fearless. 
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John Webb
nice, Schlumpy cute guy.
Jettisoned on his wedding day. Traditionalist.
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Giancarlo Soto
Fabulous and fluid… Is he gay or european? Self assured. 
Gregarious. Grounded. Glowing. gorgeous.
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Meet the Team
NASTY LITTLE GEMS is a female collective dedicated to uplifting storytelling with a unique and fully 
conscious perspective. Inspired by hit 80s/90s romcoms (Nancy Meyers, Garry Marshall, etc), our 
mission is to share strong, female-driven stories that resonate with a mass audience. 

Mantra  
make ‘em laugh, make ‘em cry,  

leave ‘em feeling good

Lindsey Glass 
Writer, documentarian, author, entrepreneur. She’s optioned four scripts, created two 
documentaries (one for PBS, the other is available on Amazon), wrote a self-help book, and owns 
an up-and-coming recovery brand. Grandpa produced “Lassie” and mom wrote nine bestsellers.

Jan Lauren Greenfield 
Award-winning writer, director, producer and multidisciplinary artist. She’s optioned one 
script and performs with UCB. Published a memoir and was featured in Vogue Italia. 

Melody Carter  
Writer, marketing exec specializing in brand integration. Agency veteran who owns a 
boutique marketing services company helping brands, nonprofits, and individuals.
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Setting
Fully containable during covid, this project has minimal set pieces and a small cast. 

Ideal setting is a rustic yet luxurious retreat; A winery would also be a prefered location.
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Target Audience
Women 25-45
Our viewer is...
• The “bad moms” fan who doesn’t have a kid
• The Married chick who wishes she was single
• The woman who has lost herself in others
• The mom who wants to be entertained 

without thinking too much 
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Partner Targets
Target verticals include:

Hospitality Jewelry Beauty Co-working clubs wellness 
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What or who is the greatest love of your life?

“Myself. If i am to love anyone or anything as 
deeply as i desire, I must first love myself.”

-megan rapinoe 
vanity fair july/aug 2020
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Contact

melody@waverlyandwolf.com 

347-463-6718
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THANK YOU


